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“Auntie Wu poured the water and handed it to the old lady. Then, she said, “Oh right, don’t you like to 

drink coffee? I’ll go make you a cup of coffee.” ” 

 

“After saying that, auntie wu shouted, “Tingting! Come over quickly!” ” 

 

Yang Ting ran over from outside. “What’s Wrong?” 

 

“Go make coffee for the old lady!”Auntie Wu said. 

 

“Okay.”Yang Ting nodded. 

 

“Auntie Wu reminded, “Remember to add sugar and milk. The old lady doesn’t like to drink coffee that 

is too bitter.” ” 

 

“Got it.”Yang Ting ran over to make coffee for the old lady. 

 

The mother and daughter were very busy. They wanted to leave a good impression on the old lady and 

successfully inherit the inheritance of the old lady as well as the National Treasure of the Song Dynasty. 

 

“As long as this matter was successful, they would be the cream of the crop in the future, and they 

would no longer have to look down on anyone. ” 

 

“All of this was seen by the old man. After a long time, he let out a long sigh. ” 

 



“When she was young, her husband died young, and she had never married. ” 

 

“It was not easy for her to raise her daughter to adulthood, but when it was time for her to retire, her 

only daughter actually did such a thing. ” 

 

“Now, she had no one to rely on in the country and could only live according to the looks of the nannies. 

It must be ironic! ” 

 

Which family’s old people would end up like her? 

 

“However, even if things had turned out like this, she did not regret not going to C nation with them. ” 

 

“Just as she said, even if she died, she would die on the land of China. ” 

 

She was born a Chinese. 

 

She died a Chinese soul. 

 

“As for Feng Qi, she would take it that she had made the wrong bet and bet on the wrong person in her 

life. She had never had this daughter. ” 

 

“The reason why things had turned out this way was because she, as a mother, had failed to teach her 

daughter well! ” 

 

She could not blame anyone else! 

 

… 

 

Beijing University. 

 



“Under the call of her teacher, Ye Zhuo came to the school and entered the laboratory to conduct 

experiments with her classmates. ” 

 

She only came to the laboratory once in a very long time. Her classmates were all very excited and 

fought to take a photo with her so that she could sign it. 

 

“After completing the experiment, she came out of the laboratory. ” 

 

“Li Yueyue hugged ye Zhuo’s arm. “Da Zhuozhuo, you’re finally back! You have no idea how much I’ve 

missed you these past few days!” ” 

 

“Really?”Ye Zhuo raised his eyebrows slightly. 

 

“”Of course it’s true!”Li Yueyue continued, “Right, there’s a new rice noodle shop in the back street of 

our school. Let’s go and eat it, okay?” ” 

 

“Sure.”Ye Zao nodded slightly. “I still want to eat the desserts of Xu Ji. I haven’t eaten them for a long 

time.” 

 

This was what Li Yueyue admired most about ye Zao. 

 

“Although ye Zao was now a famous big shot in the science and technology world, he didn’t put on any 

airs in front of his classmates. It was as if she had never been special. She was the same as all of his 

classmates. ” 

 

Unlike some people who acted high and mighty just because they were famous. 

 

The two of them chatted as they walked toward the back street. 

 

The back street was a paradise for the students. 

 



“There were all kinds of delicacies here, and they were all good and cheap. ” 

 

“Ye Zao had not visited the back street for more than a month. He wanted to eat whatever he saw. After 

walking for a while, he already had a lot of delicious food in his hands. ” 

 

“Like Ye Zao, Li Yueyue was also a foodie. ” 

 

“”By the way, Yueyue, do you have a boyfriend?” ” 

 

“Li Yueyue shook her head and said with a smile, “No. Why? Are you going to introduce him to me?” ” 

 

“”Don’t tell me. I really do have one,”ye Zao said. ” 

 

“Really?”Li Yueyue looked at ye Zao in disbelief. 

 

Ye Zao was not a person who liked to set people up. 

 

He did not expect that he would introduce her to a boyfriend this time. 

 

This was even rarer than the red rain falling from the sky. 

 

“”Really,”ye Zhuo continued, “If you have this idea, I will set you up.” ” 

 

“”Who is it? Is he handsome?”Li Yueyue was a complete beauty lover. “If he is handsome, I will consider 

it.” ” 

 

“He’s quite handsome. Let me show you the photo.”Ye Zao took out his phone. 

 

“Previously, Zhou Yuelian had sent Lin Weiwei’s photo to ye Zao. ” 



 

Ye Zao found the chat history and forwarded it to Li Yueyue. “I sent it to your phone.” 

 

“Let me take a look.”Li Yueyue took out her phone. 

 

“The young man in the photo had delicate features and handsome looks. It made people feel 

comfortable just by looking at him. However, after all, there was a layer of screen between them, so no 

other problems could be seen. ” 

 

Who would fall in love with a photo at first sight? 

 

“Li Yueyue continued to ask, “What’s his name?” ” 

 

“”Lin Weiwei. Shuangmulin, Weiwei from maintenance. He’s currently in graduate school. He’s 23 years 

old this year. What do you think?”Ye Zao said. ” 

 

“He looks quite handsome in this way. I just don’t know how he looks in real life.”The beauty camera 

nowadays was too powerful. The young hunk in the photo might turn into an old bacon in real life. 
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“Ye Zao smiled and said, “Don’t worry. This photo doesn’t have a beautiful face. Moreover, it was taken 

by the front-facing camera. The real person is even more handsome than this.” ” 

 

The front-facing camera was also known as the death camera. 

 

“”Really?”Hearing that Lin Weiwei was even more handsome than in the photo, Li Yueyue was 

immediately interested. ” 

 



“Yes.”Ye Zao nodded slightly. “Of course it’s true. Lin Weiwei is the son of my mother’s good friend. She 

also has an elder sister named Lin Sha. She just finished her college entrance exam this year and will 

come to the capital to study in the future.” 

 

“Li Yueyue was stunned. “His elder sister? Didn’t he study for his master’s degree? Didn’t his elder sister 

just finish her college entrance exam? Big Zao, are you mistaken?” ” 

 

“Ye zhuoluo said concisely, “His sister and he are twins. They missed the college entrance exam because 

of some things, so they were delayed until now.” ” 

 

“”I see.”Li Yueyue nodded and didn’t ask further. After all, it was their privacy. ” 

 

“There were quite a lot of older college entrance exam candidates nowadays, so it was not surprising at 

all. ” 

 

“Moreover, twenty-three years old was not considered too old. ” 

 

“Then is his family also from the capital?”Li Yueyue asked. 

 

“”No,”ye Zhuo said, “He’s from my hometown, Cloud Capital.” ” 

 

“”Cloud Capital!”Li Yueyue smiled and said, “I like Cloud Capital!” ” 

 

“Then why don’t you two add on wechat first? I’ll Push Your Wechat to him?”Ye Zhuo said. 

 

“Sure.”Li Yueyue nodded. 

 

“Ye Zao opened Lin Weiwei’s wechat and edited the text to explain the situation. Then, he 

recommended Li Yueyue’s wechat business card to Lin Weiwei. ” 

 

Lin Weiwei quickly replied: [ Okay. ] 



 

“Ye Zao looked at Li Yueyue and continued: “Yueyue, you two chat first. He goes to school in Su City and 

is very close to us. If you have a common language, you can make an appointment to meet him.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Li Yueyue looked at ye Zao with a smile after Lin Weiwei’s verification. “If the two of us can 

really succeed, I’ll definitely give you a big red packet as a matchmaker.” ” 

 

“Ye Zao smiled and said, “Then I’ll remember it.” ” 

 

“”Don’t Worry!”Li Yueyue held ye Zao’s arm. “I can even forget about you as a matchmaker! Zao Zao, I 

really didn’t expect you to have a matchmaker’s heart!” ” 

 

“Ye Zao said, “It’s a virtue to help others. It’s a virtue to be able to promote a marriage.” ” 

 

“Li Yueyue smiled and said, “By the way, didn’t you say that you were going to the grasslands to play? It 

just so happens that the holiday is coming soon, and the weather is not bad now. Do you want to go and 

play?” ” 

 

“Ye Zao Thought for a moment. “I have to look at my recent itinerary. If I’m free, I’ll go and play.” ” 

 

“In his previous life, Ye Zhuo had yearned for the grasslands. ” 

 

“Unfortunately, at that time, the Earth was already covered in wounds. The glaciers had melted, and 

Mount Everest had been submerged by the stinky seawater. The environment was heavily polluted, so 

there were no mountains and rivers to be found! ” 

 

“Okay.”Li Yueyue nodded. “Then you can just call me when the time comes.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“Half an hour later, the two of them came out of the rice noodle shop. ” 



 

“Li Yueyue asked, “How is it? The taste of this shop is good, right?” ” 

 

“It’s really good.”Ye Zao nodded slightly. 

 

“At eight o’clock in the evening, Ye Zao returned to the Lin family manor. ” 

 

“Woof Woof Woof –” 

 

“At this moment, a series of dog barks suddenly came from the living room. ” 

 

“Ye Zao looked at the round lump on the ground and asked in surprise, “Where did the dog come 

from?” ” 

 

The Little Puppy kept barking at Ye Zao as it took a few steps back. 

 

“”Da Zao Zao, you’re back!”Xiao Bai walked out of the house. “Silly Rollie, shut up! This is our Father 

Zao!” ” 

 

The little puppy seemed to understand Xiao Bai’s words and immediately stopped barking. 

 

“Ye Zao continued, “Did you raise it?” ” 

 

“”MM-HMM.”Xiao Bai continued, “Da Zao Zao, let me introduce you. This is my new brother, Ye Rollie!” 

” 

 

“Ye Zhuo half-squatted down, picked up the little puppy, and said with a smile, “He’s quite cute.” ” 

 

“”Of course he’s cute!”Little White said with a proud face, “Why don’t you see who named him?” ” 

 



“Ye Zhuo chuckled, “You’re really getting more and more narcissistic!” ” 

 

“”Of course!”Little White placed its hands on its hips. “He’s like father, like Son!” ” 

 

Ye Zao:”…”it was implied. 

 

“”Zao Zao is back.”At this moment, Ye Shu came down from upstairs. ” 

 

“Mom.”Ye Zao looked back slightly. 

 

“Ye Shu continued, “Have you eaten? If you haven’t eaten, I’ll ask the kitchen to cook for you.” ” 

 

“I have.”Ye Zao carried the Little Puppy and walked to Ye Shu’s side. “I went to eat with my classmates.” 

 

“OH.” 

 

“”By the way, let me tell you something.”Ye Zao seemed to remember something. ” 
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Ye Shu turned around to look at Ye Zhuo. “What’s the matter?” 

 

“Ye Zhuo continued, “Mom, do you still remember my classmate, Li Yueyue?” ” 

 

Ye Shu shook her head. 

 

“She’s the one who came to stay at our house before.”Ye Zhuo reminded her. 



 

“”OH.”Ye Shu suddenly thought of something and continued, “She’s the one who lives in the Great 

Prairie and has a pair of dimples, right?” ” 

 

“”Yes, it’s her.”Ye Zao said, “Previously, Aunt Lian asked me to introduce a partner to brother Wei Wei, 

so I introduced Yueyue to brother Wei.” ” 

 

“Then what did Wei Wei Say?”Ye Shu was quite concerned about Lin Weiwei’s matter. 

 

“Ye Zao said, “For the time being, I just added wechat first. I don’t know what brother Wei is thinking at 

the moment. I’ve told Yueyue that if the conversation goes well later, we can meet up and continue to 

develop.” ” 

 

“”En.”Ye Shu nodded, she smiled and said, “If this matter is really successful, it’s pretty good! I think that 

Yueyue is quite sensible and knows how to take care of others! She’s pretty good-looking too. It’s just 

that the road is a little far, but it doesn’t matter. Now that the traffic is developed, it’s only a few 

hours’flight away. Oh right, do you have a photo of Yueyue? I’ll send it to your Aunt Lian to take a look.” 

” 

 

“Then I’ll ask Yueyue first.”This kind of thing had to be approved by Li Yueyue. 

 

“”Okay, you go and ask.” ” 

 

Ye Zhuo logged into wechat and told Li Yueyue about the situation. 

 

“[ wait! Great Burning! Don’t send it yet, I’ll send you a nice photo now. ] ” 

 

[ okay. There’s no rush. ] 

 

“About half an hour later, Li Yueyue sent a selfie. ” 

 

“The angle was very good, showing all of Li Yueyue’s good points. ” 



 

“Ye Zhuo sent Li Yueyue’s photo to Ye Shu, who then sent it to Zhou Yuelian. ” 

 

“The more Zhou Yuelian looked at it, the more satisfied she became. She felt that Li Yueyue was the 

perfect daughter-in-law. She called Lin Weiwei and told him to have a good chat with Li Yueyue. She 

didn’t want to mess up this matter. ” 

 

Time passed quickly. 

 

“In the blink of an eye, it was time for the college entrance examination results to be released. ” 

 

“Lin Sha sat in front of the computer and looked at the inquiry entrance. Her hands were trembling. She 

turned to look at Ye Zao on the other end of the screen. “Zao Zao, what should we do? I’m a little 

nervous.” ” 

 

“”Don’t be nervous.”Ye Zao smiled and said, “Sister Sha Sha, you did well. You can get at least 730 

points.” ” 

 

“Lin Shasha nodded and continued, “Then I’ll press it now.” ” 

 

“Press it.” 

 

Lin Shasha pressed the query button. 

 

“Perhaps because there were too many people asking questions, the screen kept turning in circles. ” 

 

“A minute later, the screen finally turned to the normal page. ” 

 

Lin Shasha looked at the computer screen and was stunned. 

 



“Ye Zao looked up slightly, “Sister Shasha, how is it?” ” 

 

Lin Shasha still looked at the screen. 

 

“Sister Shasha?” 

 

“Ye Zao called Out Again, and Lin Shasha finally reacted. She turned to look at Ye Zao. “Zao! I, I, I got 740 

points! I’m ranked first in Yunjing City!” ” 

 

“This result was within ye Zao’s expectations. Ye Zao smiled and said, “Sister Shasha, Congratulations.” ” 

 

“Lin Shasha’s eyes were red. “Zao Zao, Thank You!” ” 

 

“”Sister Shasha, I told you, you worked hard to get all this.” ” 

 

Lin Shasha cried out loud. 

 

“She was really excited. Although she knew that her grades had always been good, she did not expect 

that she could get first place! ” 

 

“If it was not for ye Zao asking her to study again, she would not have such an honor! ” 

 

“”Sister Shasha, don’t cry. Go and tell uncle and Aunt Lian the good news. They will be very happy.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Lin Shasha wiped her eyes, closed wechat, and prepared to go to the living room to find her 

parents. ” 

 

“Coincidentally, Zhou Yuelian and Lin Jinshui were about to ask about Lin Shasha’s grades. Seeing Lin 

Shasha’s red eyes, the couple’s heart skipped a beat. They looked at each other and saw the shock in 

each other’s eyes. ” 



 

It was obvious that Lin Shasha did not do well in the exams. 

 

“Aunt Zhou Yuelian, who was standing behind them, said, “I told you that books are not easy to read. If 

everyone could get into university, wouldn’t the world be full of university students?” ” 

 

Zhou Yuelian had never been optimistic about Lin Shasha quitting her job to study again. 

 

It would have been fine if she had married a better girl! She had to go to the college entrance exam! 

 

“It would be fine if she really got into the exam, but if she did not get into the exam, it would be a waste 

of time and money. ” 

 

“Moreover, Lin Shasha was twenty-three years old this year! ” 

 

“A twenty-three-year-old girl loafing around at home all day. She didn’t think about how to earn money, 

and all she did was daydream. ” 

 

She even got into university! 

 

“It wasn’t that she looked down on her niece, Lin Shasha. ” 
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“If Lin Shasha could get into university, she wouldn’t have to wait until now. ” 

 

“Lin Jinshui looked at Lin Shasha and said, “It’s okay, it’s okay! If we don’t do well this year, we’ll 

continue to work hard next year. Huang Zhong met Liu Bei at the age of 60, Tokugawa Jiakang won the 



world at the age of 70, Jiang Ziya became the prime minister at the age of 80, and you’re only 23 this 

year. What are you afraid of? !” ” 

 

“Zhou yuelian nodded and said, “Your Father Is Right, Shasha. Don’t be discouraged. At most, we’ll 

continue to take the exam!” ” 

 

“Hearing that.., zhou yuelian frowned and said, “I say, how do you two educate your children? What do 

you mean, continue to take the exam next year? Shasha is 23 this year! She’s not 13! If you ask me, I 

think it’s better to give up on the college entrance exam as soon as possible! There is a boy in our 

neighborhood who is quite suitable for Sasha. Although he was divorced, didn’t Sasha get pregnant too? 

Don’t look down on this and that! The Golden Age of a girl is 22-25 years old. After this age, you won’t 

be able to find a good family!” ” 

 

“As her aunt, Zhou Yuelan was sincerely looking out for Sasha. ” 

 

“Although the boy who lived in the same neighborhood as her was divorced, he was about the same age 

as Lin Shasha and didn’t have any children. The key was that he came from a good family background. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, Zhou Yuelan continued, “The boy’s parents are doing business abroad, and they even 

hired a nanny. Don’t Worry, Shasha, Aunt Won’t harm you!” ” 

 

“Seeing that Zhou Yuelan seemed to have misunderstood something, Lin Shasha quickly explained, 

“Aunt, you misunderstood, i…” ” 

 

“”You what? !”Zhou Yuelan directly interrupted Lin Shasha’s words, “Shasha, don’t tell me you still look 

down on him? Although he’s divorced, he doesn’t have any children, and his age is about the same as 

yours! If it were someone else, I wouldn’t be willing to introduce him! Don’t even think about the 

college entrance exam! Everyone has their own fate, you’re not born to study! “You’re not born to have 

an iron rice bowl!” ” 

 

“At this point, Zhou Yuelan paused, then, she said, “Aunt knows that you were unconvinced when you 

saw your cousin get into two good universities, but can your cousin be like you? “Your cousin has been 

smart since she was young. She’s not the same as you! “Moreover, this kind of thing can’t be solved just 

because you’re unconvinced!” ” 

 



“The cousin that Zhou Yueran was talking about was her youngest daughter, Renee. Renee had taken 

the college entrance exam last year and got into a second university. Zhou Yueran was so happy that she 

had invited more than ten tables of guests. ” 

 

But how could Lin Sha Compare to Renee? 

 

Renee had been smart since she was young. She was born to study. 

 

“After she finished junior high, Lin Sha dropped out of school and went to work in the factory. She even 

found a boyfriend and got pregnant. Before that, Lin Sha had always been the negative example that 

Zhou Yueran was talking about. ” 

 

Renee also looked down on her cousin. 

 

“Hearing her mother’s words, Renee, who was sitting on the sofa, curled her lips. ” 

 

“She was studying in C City and had found a local boyfriend. In the future, Lin Shasha really couldn’t be 

compared to her. ” 

 

A person like Lin Shasha could only marry a second-marriage man. 

 

So what if the second-marriage man’s family was rich? 

 

The second-marriage man didn’t earn the money by himself! 

 

“In the future, he would only be able to eat the mountain dry! ” 

 

“But she was different. Her boyfriend and she were classmates. They were both college students. If they 

worked together in the future, their days would definitely be more prosperous. ” 

 



“Zhou Yuelan continued, “Shasha, did you hear what I Said? Just accept your fate! Your parents are old. 

Don’t bother them anymore? “The boy I mentioned is really not bad! “How about I take you to meet 

him tomorrow? I’m telling you, if you miss this village, you won’t have this shop anymore!” ” 

 

“”Sister, Our Shasha isn’t in a hurry to get married yet,”Zhou Yuelian said. ” 

 

“Lin Jinshui nodded in agreement. “Yes, yes, yes! Her aunt, thank you for Your Kindness, but Our Shasha 

isn’t in a hurry yet.” ” 

 

“These two were honest people, and they were too embarrassed to directly refuse. ” 

 

“Zhou Yuelan then turned to look at Zhou Yuelian, “Yuelian, the reason Sha Sha has become like this is 

all because of you two spoiling her! Look at what she’s become now! If this continues. She’ll definitely 

become an old family member! How many 23-year-old girls have you seen like her! She has achieved 

nothing! If I wasn’t her aunt, I wouldn’t have bothered to care about her!” ” 

 

“Lin Sha looked at Zhou Yuelan and the anger in her heart disappeared completely. She then said, 

“Thank you for your concern, aunt, but I don’t need you to care about me.” ” 

 

“After saying that, Lin Sha turned to look at Lin Jinshui and Zhou Yuelian. She said slowly, “Dad, Mom, I 

got 740 marks. I’m the first place in Yunjing City.” ” 
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Padah. 

 

Lin Jinshui’s phone fell to the ground. 

 

Zhou Yuelian was also staring at Lin Shasha with her mouth agape. 

 



Even Zhou Yuelian was stunned. 

 

What the hell? 

 

First place? 

 

And first place in Yunjing City? 

 

Just Lin Shasha? 

 

How was that possible! 

 

“Lin Shasha was not good at studying, how could she be first place? ” 

 

“At this moment, Lin Jinshui reacted and looked at Lin Shasha. “Shasha, what did you say? You got first 

place?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Lin Shasha nodded. 

 

“”Is there a mistake?”Zhou Yuelan said, “Is there a mistake in the system? Or are you lying to your 

parents? Shasha, let me tell you, you can’t use this kind of thing to lie to your parents!” ” 

 

There were too many such things! 

 

“Last year, it was still reported on the news that an examinee had concealed the fact that his parents 

had made a fake notice to a famous school. It was only until the day of school that it was exposed. ” 

 

So. 

 

The matter with Lin Sha was definitely fake! 



 

“”Aunt, am I really that bad in your heart for this niece of yours?”Lin Sha turned to look at Zhou Yuelan. 

” 

 

“Renee said, “Cousin, it’s not that my mom looks down on you, but she’s afraid that she made a 

mistake! What’s your admission card number? Let me check it for you.”Renee also felt that Lin Shasha 

was bragging, for Someone like Lin Shasha, it was already good enough that she could get into a trashy 

university. How could she dream of getting first place in Yunjing City. ” 

 

It was simply a dream! 

 

“Hearing that, Zhou Yuelan quickly said, “Yes, yes, yes. Let Nini check it for you. Nini just took the exam 

last year and has more experience than you!” ” 

 

“Renee immediately took out her phone and opened the search system. “Cousin, give me your 

admission number.” ” 

 

She couldn’t wait to Slap Lin Shasha’s face. 

 

It wasn’t a shameful thing to fail the exam! 

 

But it was her fault for acting like a fat person. 

 

Lin Shasha reported a string of numbers. 

 

Renee clicked on the search. 

 

“The next second, Renee was also stunned. She thought she was hallucinating. ” 

 

First place? 

 



It really was first place! 

 

Renee quickly checked her next personal information 

 

That’s right. 

 

It was Lin Sha! 

 

“Zhou Yuelan said anxiously, “Renee, did you find out?” ” 

 

“I found out.”Renee’s emotions were complicated. 

 

There was competition between cousins. 

 

She thought that she would definitely be better than Lin Sha in the future. 

 

She did not expect that Lin Sha would actually get the best scholar in the city. 

 

The top 985 scorers could be chosen at will. 

 

Her two books had no presence in front of the top scorer. 

 

“”How was it?”Zhou yuelan continued to ask, “How did your cousin score?” ” 

 

“Although Renee didn’t want to say anything, she still said, “7,740, the top scorer in the city of Yunjing.” 

” 

 

“Hearing this, Zhou Yuelan almost fainted. ” 

 



What? 

 

It was really the top scorer! 

 

“Zhou Yuelian and Lin Jinshui were also about to faint, but they were happy! ” 

 

“”Shasha, that’s great!” ” 

 

“I have to quickly tell Weiwei the good news.” 

 

“Then I’ll call second brother and third brother’s house!” 

 

The couple was so happy that they were busy calling their relatives to inform them. 

 

Zhou Yuelan did not feel good. 

 

How could she have thought that someone like Lin Shasha could get the first place in the city. 

 

She was going to make a fool out of herself and find a match for Lin Shasha while she was down. 

 

She didn’t expect that she would become a joke in the end. 

 

“Zhou Yuelan nudged Reyne with her elbow and asked in a low voice, “Is she really the top scorer in the 

city?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Reyne nodded. 

 

“Could there be a problem with the system?”Zhou Yuelan asked. 

 



“Reyne said, “No!”If there was a problem with the college entrance examination scoring system, it 

would be terrible! ” 

 

“Zhou yuelan sighed, “How could she get first place!” ” 

 

It would be great if their Nini got first place. 

 

“Unfortunately, she let Lin Shasha get first place. ” 

 

She was really lucky! 

 

“Let’s go.”Zhou Yuelan looked at Renee. 

 

“Now That Lin Shasha was the top scorer, what was the point of them staying here? ” 

 

Were they looking for trouble? 

 

“”Sister, don’t go!”Zhou Yuelian walked over and held Zhou Yuelian’s hand. “I’m happy today! Let’s go to 

a restaurant later!” ” 

 

“Zhou Yuelian was not in the mood to go to a restaurant now. She put on a fake smile and said, “You and 

your family can go! We Won’t go! We have other things to do at home.” ” 

 

“”Then sister, you two ride slowly on the road.”Zhou Yuelan and her daughter came on an electric bike. 

“It just rained outside. The road is slippery.” ” 

 

“I know.”Zhou Yuelan nodded. 

 

“After Zhou Yuelan and Renee left, Zhou Yuelian continued, “By the way, Shasha, did you tell burning?” ” 
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“I checked the score with Zhonghua.” 

 

“Okay.”Zhou Yuelian nodded. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Lin family manor. 

 

“After receiving Zhou Yuelian’s call, ye Shu called ye Zhonghua. “Zhonghua, did you know that Your 

Sister Shasha got first place in the city?” ” 

 

“I know.”Ye Zhonghua smiled and said. 

 

“That’s great! Now your Aunt Lian doesn’t have to worry about Shasha anymore!”Ye Shu was really 

happy for Zhou Yuelian’s family. 

 

“Back when she was in Yunjing, she might not have been able to survive without Zhou Yuelian’s help. ” 

 

“Although she and Zhou Yuelian were not blood-related sisters, the friendship between them was better 

than many blood-related sisters. ” 

 

Time passed quickly. 

 

“In the blink of an eye, two months had passed. ” 

 



Lin Shasha had applied for a university in the capital. Her parents had sent her to school and also came 

to visit the Lin family. 

 

This was the first time they had come to the Lin family manor. 

 

“Although they had long heard that Lin Jin city was very rich and that the Lin family was very powerful in 

the capital, seeing it with one’s own eyes and hearing it with one’s own ears were two different things. ” 

 

“Zhou Yuelian was extremely shocked. “Ah Shu, your house is too big!” ” 

 

“Ye Shu smiled and said, “Sister Lian, you have to stay in the capital for a few more days this time.” ” 

 

“Okay!”Zhou Yuelian nodded. 

 

“In the next few days, Ye Shu and Lin Jincheng accompanied Lin Jinshui and Zhou Yuelian to visit all the 

famous scenic spots in the capital. ” 

 

“On the day of the report, Ye Zhuo accompanied Lin Shasha. ” 

 

“Looking at the welcoming slogan on the campus gate and the freshmen coming and going around her, 

Lin Shasha said emotionally, “Zhuo Zhuo, I really didn’t expect to be able to step into the university gate 

in this life.”That feeling.., only those who had experienced it would understand, such as the current Lin 

Shasha. ” 

 

“Ye burning said with a smile, “Sister Shasha, there are many things you can’t imagine in life. There is 

nothing you can’t do, only things you can’t imagine.”As long as you work hard, time will give you the 

results you want. ” 

 

“Lin Shasha held ye burning’s hand tightly. “Burning, it’s good to have a friend like you.” ” 

 

… 

 



“After more than two months, almost three months of hard work, Professor Feng and director Ma finally 

succeeded in developing a light-speed spaceship. ” 

 

Professor Cara could not wait to release this news and announce that country C would land in Europe on 

September 8th. 

 

“As soon as this news was released, the entire technology network was in an uproar. ” 

 

-LOUR GREATrCOUNTRYnCry c is mighAre are we finally going to landEuroperoIe? i’m so excited! ] 

 

[ what’s so great about the speed of light? We can still develop a spaceship that can travel at the speed 

of light! ] 

 

[ why did professor Cara announce this news in advance? What if he was discovered and followed us to 

land in Europe? ] 

 

[ what’s the use of regretting! We’re going to land in Europe soon. All the resources on Europe are our 

nation’s! ] 

 

Three days later. 

 

The day the spaceship landed in Europe. 

 

“During the landing process, it was broadcasted live. ” 

 

“Professor Feng and director Ma put on their spacesuits. Before they landed in Europe, Professor Feng 

said to Dr. Cara, “Doctor, please take care of my mother! Please bring back Suyu!” ” 

 

Dr. Cara nodded. “Don’t worry.” 

 

“Please!”Professor Feng bowed to professor Cara and walked into the spaceship. 



 

The spaceship was very big. 

 

“However, compared to an aircraft carrier, it was still a little shabby. ” 

 

“After eight hours of flight, the spaceship finally landed on Europa. ” 

 

“As expected, Europa was peaceful with Green Mountains and green rivers. It was a paradise for animals 

and plants. ” 

 

[ Europa is so beautiful! ] 

 

[ just like heaven! ] 

 

[ he must be regretting it now. ] 

 

[ didn’t YC say that Europa was dangerous? It’s a slap in the face. ] 

 

“Professor Feng stood on the spaceship and looked at everything about Europa. He said excitedly, 

“Beautiful! It’s so beautiful!” ” 

 

“Director Ma was also very excited. “Quick, put down the elevator! We need to go down and collect 

samples.” ” 

 

“Soon, the pilot put down the elevator and the two of them walked down. ” 

 

“The aerial camera hovered above the two of them, broadcasting everything to everyone. ” 

 

“Professor Feng walked in front, and director Ma walked behind. ” 

 



“”Director Ma, do you feel that the vegetation on Europa is thicker than on Earth?” ” 

 

“After saying that, director Ma did not respond. ” 

 

“Instead, the air fell into a strange silence. ” 

 

Professor Feng took a few steps forward and felt that something was wrong. He turned around to look. 

 

“When he saw this, his face immediately turned pale. ” 
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Director Ma was nowhere to be seen. 

 

Where was director Ma? 

 

Where did he go? 

 

He was clearly behind her just now. 

 

“At this moment, professor Feng suddenly saw something on the ground. ” 

 

Professor Feng squatted down and picked it up. It was an amulet. 

 

This amulet was given to her by his wife before director Ma boarded the spaceship to protect her. 

 

“Under normal circumstances, the amulet was kept close to the body. ” 



 

Could it be… 

 

Could it be that something happened to director Ma? 

 

Professor Feng gulped and pressed the communicator beside his ear. “Director Ma! Can you hear me? 

Director Ma?” 

 

There was no response from the communicator. 

 

Professor Feng connected to the staff in the spaceship again. “Tom! Is Tom There?” 

 

“”Yes, Professor Feng.”Tom’s voice came through the communication device. ” 

 

“Professor Feng Sighed in relief and continued, “Is director MA in the cabin?” ” 

 

“”Professor Feng, director Ma is not in the cabin.” ” 

 

“What about the C Cabin? Is there director MA in the C Cabin?”Professor Feng asked. 

 

“”Wait a moment,”Tom continued, “I’m here to help you connect to the manager of C section.” ” 

 

“Soon, the voice of the person in charge of Area C was heard. “Hello, Professor Feng.” ” 

 

“Professor Feng said directly, “Is director Ma Here?” ” 

 

“Director Ma is not here.” 

 

Not here too? 



 

“If director Ma was not in the spaceship, where was he now? ” 

 

Could it be that there was really some hidden danger on Europa? 

 

“Otherwise, why would director Ma disappear for no reason? ” 

 

“If it were any other time, professor Feng would definitely not be in a hurry. ” 

 

But this was an alien planet! 

 

An alien planet where anything could happen. 

 

What should they do now? 

 

“At the same time, the bullet screen was abuzz with discussion. ” 

 

[ there seems to be one person missing. ] 

 

“[ the camera flashed just now, and then that person disappeared. ] ” 

 

[ could he have been hijacked by aliens? ] 

 

“[ Europa has such a beautiful scenery, it’s practically a small earth. I think the environment is pretty 

good, there shouldn’t be any high-level life forms. ] If there really were high-level life forms, the ecology 

wouldn’t be so well protected, take Earth for example. Currently on Earth, where else could one find an 

ecological environment like Europa! ” 

 

“[ Dr. YC said that Europa is full of danger, it’s not a habitable planet. What You’re seeing now is only a 

superficial phenomenon. The sudden disappearance of a person is a sign, and also a warning! ] ” 



 

“[ I am laughing. It is already so late, and you are still thinking of clearing YC’s name! If Europa is really 

like what YC said, will the spaceship still be able to land successfully? ] ” 

 

[ don’t be ridiculous. I also feel that the sudden disappearance of a person is somewhat abnormal. ] 

 

[ YC dog is really disgusting! The scientific and technological world has turned into a rice bowl. ] 

 

“”Professor Feng.”At this moment, director Ma’s voice suddenly came from the communication device. 

” 

 

Professor Feng turned around and saw director Ma standing behind her. 

 

“Seeing director Ma, Professor Feng heaved a sigh of relief. He pressed the communicator and spoke to 

him, “Director Ma, where did you go just now?” ” 

 

“Director ma waved the sample in his hand and said with a smile, “I went to collect samples! I found that 

this plant is similar to our Ganoderma! But at the same time, it seems to be a single-celled organism.” ” 

 

“You suddenly disappeared. I thought something happened to you!” 

 

“Director ma said, “How could it be! ?”! I have just seen it. Europa is completely a quiet and peaceful 

planet. Moreover, the ecological resources can complement with the earth. It is not as terrifying as YC 

said! Don’t be influenced by her.” ” 

 

“Yes.”Professor Feng nodded. 

 

[ hahaha! Those people who said that director Ma had an accident were slapped in the face. ] 

 

[ why did those people stop talking? did their faces hurt? ] 

 



“[ Europa is rich in resources. In the future, these resources will be ours. YC will definitely regret it. ] ” 

 

“[ regret is necessary. After all, some people are still busy developing Mars! ] ” 

 

Mars was a barren land. Everything had to start all over again. 

 

But Europa was different. 

 

The resources on Europa were so good that it was completely suitable for human habitation. There was 

no need to waste manpower and resources to re-develop it. 

 

[ I’m dying of laughter. I just went to look at the data from China. Are they busy developing it? ] 

 

“[ don’t say anymore. Seeing how good the resources on Europa are, maybe YC is already secretly 

planning how to take over Europa’s resources. ] ” 

 

“[ Europa is not dangerous to begin with. All of this was fabricated by YC. The purpose of her doing this 

is to show how powerful she is! ]! Unfortunately, she underestimated the strength of our C Nation! She 

really thought that we C Nation people are Fools! ] ” 
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“[ if that’s really the case, YC is too scheming. Just to show off her own abilities, she denies the value of 

the existence of a planet. The existence of such a person in China is simply the tragedy of a country! ] ” 

 

[ such a person should be kicked out of the technology industry. ] 

 

“The person above is right. YC, get out of the technology industry ” 



 

“For a moment, the bullet screen was filled with comments about YC getting out of the technology 

industry. ” 

 

“Director Ma, Professor Feng, and the other two astronauts walked toward the east-west area. ” 

 

“At this moment, director ma suggested, “Professor Feng, why don’t we take off our helmets?” ” 

 

The helmets and spacesuits were connected to each other to provide oxygen. 

 

“The Europa had a beautiful view of the mountains and rivers, and there was a colorful scene 

everywhere. There was no lack of oxygen at all, so it was unnecessary to wear the helmet. ” 

 

“Professor Feng hesitated for a moment and then said, “Do you want to observe it? Jack, go to the 

spaceship and get the air detector.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Jack nodded and walked into the spaceship. 

 

“Soon, Jack came out of the spaceship with the air detector in his hand. ” 

 

Professor Feng took the detector and began to test it. 

 

Di — 

 

The detector showed that the oxygen content of the Europa was 25% . 

 

“In other words, on the Europa, humans could completely breathe on their own. After all, the oxygen 

content of the earth was only about 21% ! ” 

 

“Seeing this result, professor Feng was very happy. “Director Ma, look.” ” 



 

“Director Ma was also very excited. He immediately took off his helmet and said with a smile, “I have 

long complained that this thing is too heavy.” ” 

 

“After taking off his helmet, director Ma took a deep breath of air. “Oh my God! The air on Europa is 

simply too sweet!”It was many times purer than on earth! ” 

 

“After saying that, director Ma turned to look at Professor Feng and the other two astronauts. “You guys 

should also take off your helmets and give it a try!” ” 

 

The other three also took off their helmets. 

 

“Just as director Ma described, the air on Europa was very fresh and sweet, giving people a sense of 

intoxication. ” 

 

[ I really want to stand on Europa and Breathe Fresh Air! ] 

 

[ one more upstairs! ] 

 

“[ hahaha, this is the planet full of danger that YC mentioned. I really want to see YC’s face now. ] ” 

 

“[ I have to say, YC is indeed quite capable. Even in this state, there are still a bunch of people who 

support and believe in YC! If it were anyone else, they would have been spat at to death! ] ” 

 

[ looks like we can implement the national relocation plan! Europa will be our beautiful home. ] 

 

It could not be denied that everything on Europa was beautiful. 

 

“Coincidentally, the spaceship landed on a mountain, and it was spring on Europa. ” 

 



Everywhere was colorful. 

 

It was like a Fairyland on Earth! 

 

“At this time, Professor Feng, director Ma, and the others had already taken off their spacesuits and 

were walking freely on Europa. ” 

 

The bullet screens were also filled with comments about the beautiful scenery of Europa. 

 

At the same time. 

 

At the CEN base. 

 

Xu Gong and the others were also watching the live broadcast of C Nation. 

 

“”Could it be that miss ye really made a mistake in her prediction? Europa is simply a small earth, how 

could there be any danger!” ” 

 

“”If we had known earlier, we wouldn’t have gone to Mars to carry out some oasis plan. If we had 

landed on Europa, wouldn’t we have been able to solve all the problems!” ” 

 

Worker Xu’s expression was also a little complicated. 

 

He trusted ye Zao very much and had never doubted him. 

 

“But now, the truth was right in front of him. ” 

 

“Europa indeed did not have any problems. On the contrary, the sun was abundant, the mountains were 

clear, and the water was beautiful. It was suitable for survival, and there were also many resources. ” 

 



“Cen Hai said, “Miss Ye is not a saint. It’s normal for her to make a mistake once in a while, right? 

Besides, Miss Ye’s motive is for our own good. She doesn’t want us to be in danger. After all, no one has 

ever landed on Europa.” ” 

 

“Cen Hu nodded. “Si Hai is right. Miss ye is not a saint. Let’s understand more! If miss ye knew about this 

situation on Europa, she would definitely not stop us from landing on Europa.” ” 

 

“However, there were still many people who were unhappy. ” 

 

“”Seeing such good resources being occupied by C country, I feel quite upset.”If not for ye Zhuo’s words, 

the country that had successfully landed on Europa was China. But Now? They could only watch 

helplessly as C country seized the resources first. ” 

 

“”Especially professor Feng and director Ma.”Gu Si stood up from her chair, “At that time, Professor 

Feng and director Ma both insisted that Europa was the second small earth, but no one believed them. 

At that time, they must have felt so wronged! “If it weren’t for Miss Ye’s objection to landing on Europa, 

the two of them wouldn’t have betrayed us!” ” 
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“”Gu si, you’re wrong! Betrayal and whether Europa is a small earth are two different things. Betrayal is 

a moral issue!” ” 

 

“”But from Professor Feng and director Ma’s Point of view, it’s not strange that they would rebel!”Gu si 

continued, “They’ve been studying Europa all their lives. Suddenly, someone told them that Europa is a 

worthless planet. I’m afraid that no one would be able to accept it!” ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo didn’t know Europa at all. If she really knew Europa, she wouldn’t have said those words. ” 

 

Professor Feng and director Ma looked at a person who didn’t know Europa at all. It was normal for 

them to have a rebellious heart when they slandered Europa. 



 

Professor Feng and director Ma had been studying Europa all year round. They had already treated 

Europa as their own child. How could they not be angry when they saw their own child being slandered? 

 

“Gu si continued, “In other words, professor Feng and director Ma did not betray the base at all. They 

were just proving themselves! “They wanted to use their actions to tell Miss ye that their insistence was 

not wrong. Europa is not a planet full of danger! “I think miss ye owes Professor Feng and director Ma 

an apology.” ” 

 

“”Miss Ye does not owe anyone an apology!”Cen Jiang stood up from the conference table. “Currently, 

the spaceship from Country C has not returned to Earth. No one knows whether Europa is a gentle 

planet or not!” ” 

 

“Gu Si looked at Cen Jiang, then, she said, “Team leader Cen, I know that you respect miss ye very much. 

We are the same as you. I also respect Miss Ye! If it weren’t for Miss Ye, we wouldn’t have been able to 

build a lightspeed aircraft carrier. But it’s a mistake! This can not be denied! Whether the other party is 

someone else or Miss Ye! I hope you can see this reality clearly.” ” 

 

“Gu Si also admired ye Zao very much, but this matter was clearly ye Zao’s fault. ” 

 

“If it weren’t for ye Zao’s objection to landing on Europa, Professor Feng and director Ma wouldn’t have 

rebelled. ” 

 

But worship was worship! 

 

These were two completely different things. 

 

Gu Si hoped that ye Zao could see his mistake and give director Ma and Professor Feng Justice. 

 

“”Team leader Cen, let me interject.”Elder sun coughed, then he said, “From an objective point of view, 

neither of you is wrong. Team leader Cen is right, Xiao Gu is also right, but Miss Ye’s misjudgment is the 

truth. Professor Feng and director Ma…” ” 

 



“At this moment, a gasp of cold air suddenly sounded in the air! ” 

 

“”Quick, look at the big screen!” ” 

 

“Hearing this, everyone immediately looked at the screen and saw a few giant creatures appear on the 

live broadcast screen. ” 

 

The appearance of the giant creatures was very strange. 

 

“They looked like lobsters, but they had human legs. Their bodies were purplish red, and they were even 

bigger than elephants. ” 

 

The three giants stared at the people below the spaceship as if they were looking at a few playthings. 

 

“Professor Feng, director Ma, and the others were also shocked. Their faces were pale, and they 

stepped back. ” 

 

“Fortunately, the Giants did not seem to be aggressive and just looked at them. ” 

 

“At the same time, professor Feng suddenly hugged his neck. His facial features became distorted, and 

his expression was extremely painful! ” 

 

“Professor Feng!” 

 

Director Ma and Jack immediately squatted down. 

 

“Professor Feng hugged his neck and squeezed out a few words from between his teeth, “Poison! 

Poison! The air is poisonous! Quickly put on the mask!” ” 

 

Helmet! 



 

Where was the helmet! 

 

“Jack immediately handed the helmet over, “Director Ma, give it to me!” ” 

 

“Director Ma took the helmet and put it on Professor Feng, then put on the helmet himself. ” 

 

“After doing all this, director Ma pressed on the communicator and said, “Everyone, pay attention! 

Everyone, pay attention! The air on Europa is highly toxic! In addition, an unknown XENOGENEIC has 

appeared outside the spaceship. Immediately enter a state of Alert!” ” 

 

“”Roger, Roger!”There was an immediate response from inside the spaceship. ” 

 

The alarm sounded everywhere! 

 

“Let’s Get Professor Feng into the Cabin First!”Director Ma and Jack helped Professor Feng Up from the 

ground. 

 

The four of them were about to walk into the cabin. 

 

PA — 

 

“At this moment, the giant kicked at them. ” 

 

Bang! 

 

“Tom, who was next to them, was kicked to the ground. ” 

 

“Run! Run quickly!”Director Ma saw that something was wrong and immediately gave the order. 

 



The two of them supported Professor Feng and ran into the cabin with all their might. 

 

“Suddenly, the roar of the giant came from the air. ” 

 

Crash! 

 

Another one! 

 

Professor Feng was lifted up by the giant. 

 

It was like carrying a toy. 

 

“Director Ma was so scared that he was covered in cold sweat. He stood still and shouted, “Professor 

Feng!” ” 
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“The next second, director Ma was devastated! ” 

 

“The giant pulled director Ma’s hands and feet, tore him into two halves, and threw him out. ” 

 

Terrifying! 

 

It was too terrifying! 

 

“Director Ma’s eyes widened, and his pupils kept contracting. ” 

 



“Director Ma! Let’s Go!”Jack grabbed director Ma’s wrist and rushed into the spaceship with all his 

might. 

 

Quick! 

 

Very fast! 

 

“Jack was a trained professional astronaut. At this moment, he used the fastest speed in his life. ” 

 

Speed of life and death. 

 

“The third giant saw the thoughts of the two people and stretched out its claws, wanting to grab them. ” 

 

Jack pulled Professor Ma and rushed into the cabin door with all his might! 

 

“The moment the giant was about to grab the two people, it closed the cabin door! ” 

 

Bang! 

 

This scene was recorded by the camera flying in the air and transmitted to Earth. 

 

The higher-ups of the Cen family base were all stunned. 

 

“Cen Hai pointed at the big screen and said, “Oh, my God! There really are mutants!” ” 

 

“”It seems like Miss Ye’s decision wasn’t wrong! If Miss Ye didn’t stop us from going to Europa, we 

would be the ones torn in half right now! Professor Feng is really miserable. But she deserves it!” ” 

 

“If it weren’t for Professor Feng digging his own grave, how would things have turned out like this? ” 



 

“Cen Hu looked at Gu si. “Gu si, do you have anything to say now?” ” 

 

“Gu Si lowered her head, her face red. “I, I was wrong. I’ll apologize to Miss Ye.” ” 

 

Elder sun was still unable to react. He still couldn’t believe that Professor Feng had been torn in half by 

the mutants. 

 

That scene. 

 

It was so bloody that elder sun almost vomited his last meal. 

 

The live bullet screen was also very interesting. 

 

[ why did those people who said our father y disappear? ] 

 

-LSB- profesFengfeng deserves She she betrayed the baShe she betraChinahiShe she deserves it! ] 

 

[ it’s just some monsters. The attack equipment on the spaceship is not bad either! Hurry up and attack. 

] 

 

“[ I think the best way is to return to Earth! ]! [ we still have to check if the spaceship is occupied by 

monsters, we must not bring the monsters back to Earth! ]! Dr. YC said that once the mutants were 

brought back to Earth, it would be a disaster for the Humans! ] ” 

 

“[ right, right, right! You must check carefully! If this kind of monster is really brought back to Earth, it 

will definitely mutate! ] ” 

 

[ come on! The people of C Nation are praying for you! You can definitely regret earth safely. ] 

 



Over here. 

 

“Jack was sitting in the cabin. His face was pale, and bean-sized sweat dripped down from his forehead. 

His eyes were filled with the ecstasy of having escaped death! ” 

 

The violent heartbeat in his chest reminded him. 

 

Alive. 

 

He was still alive. 

 

“Thinking of this, Jack took a deep breath. ” 

 

Director Ma was stunned. 

 

The scene of professor Feng being torn in half kept appearing in front of his eyes. 

 

He couldn’t even believe it was real. 

 

How could this be! 

 

“If he hadn’t run fast, he would have been the next to be torn apart. ” 

 

Director Ma had never thought that such a fierce xenogeneic was hiding on this seemingly beautiful 

planet! 

 

Boom! 

 

“At this moment, the spaceship began to shake violently. It was impossible to stand firmly inside. ” 



 

“Director Ma! Director Ma!”The assistant ran over from the cockpit. “The XENOGENEIC is attacking the 

spaceship. Please give the order immediately!” 

 

Director Ma was stunned for two seconds before he reacted. “Launch a nuclear bomb to attack them!” 

 

“Before this, C country was a big weapon country. The nuclear weapons on the spaceship were all the 

most advanced nuclear weapons. Although they could not be compared to the weapons on the 

lightspeed aircraft carrier, it was not a problem to kill a few xenogeneics. ” 

 

“After all, one of their nuclear bombs could directly blow up a small island! ” 

 

“Roger!” 

 

The assistant immediately got the attack team into combat mode. 

 

Rumble — 

 

The spaceship started to fly into the air and slowly flew into the air. 

 

It flew until it was about 500 meters above the ground before it stopped. 

 

The three giant creatures looked at the spaceship stopping in the air and were very anxious. They 

walked around on the ground as if they were discussing how to shoot the spaceship down. 

 

“Through the camera, looking at the movements of the three mutants on the ground, director Ma 

narrowed his eyes. “This day next year will be the anniversary of your death! Launch!” ” 

 

“Yes!” 

 



Boom! 

 

A nuclear bomb was launched. 

 

Bang! 

 

The nuclear bomb exploded into a sea of fire. 

 

Hiss — 

 

The miserable screams of the giant creatures came from underground. 

 

Director ma curled the corners of his lips. “A bunch of animals! I thought you guys were very powerful! 

But it turns out that you are just so-so!” 


